Relating In Love
Relationship as a practise for healing and growth
A weekend course for couples
Welcome to Relating In Love, a workshop
with focus on healing and restoring our natural capacity to relate to ourselves, to others
and the world outside in a natural and joyful
way.
Our intention is to support deeper selfconnection in our relationships and access
the nourishment we get when our relating
comes from a more true and authentic place.

our own body with its emotions, feelings and
sensations and our mind with all of its
thoughts, beliefs and habitual thinking and
behavior patterns.
From our primary relationship we can then
look at our relating to the external world.
That includes our birthfamily members,
partners or lovers, friends, collegues, community, society, work, animals, nature etc…

Problems we struggle with in our relationships, whether a partner, friend or familymember, is mostly caused by our tendency
to be in conflict with wounds we carry from
the past and which are naturally triggered
when we meet and relate together.
When we understand that the triggers and
conflicts we experience is a possibility for
deeper connection, our relationships becomes a meaningful doorway to healing and
growth.

When working on our primary relationship
we practice active and passive forms of
meditations, tantric meditation excercises,
breathwork, self-inquiry, dancing and sharing.
In working with our external relationships
we will use forms of interactive inquiery
practise, tantric excercises, soft bodywork,
psykodrama and dance.

In this workshop we aim to become more
aware of and responsable for our own
wounds we meet in our relationship and
learn to handle them with more presence,
love and compassion. Then we create more
nourishing space for us to grow, both individually and as a couple.
Our main focus will be on working with the
primary relationship.
This means our relationship with ourselves,

We will be practicing effective communication tools to defuse and resolve conflicts and
learn how to share and listen in a productive
way.
We also aim to learn effective ways to share
and communicate our needs and boundaries
we have so we can be able to give and
recieve love in a more nourishing way.
The workshop is a cooperation between
Smrati Skog and Grahi Johansen.

